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Tour Plan

2017
December 2 – Bone festival – Bern (Switzerland)
September 24 – Exhibition « en marche », Sion (Switzerland)
September 16 – Festival Performance Reihe Neu - Oerlikon – Zurich (Switzerland)
1, 2 and 4 February - Journées de danse contemporaine suisse, Genève (Switzerland)
2016
9 and 10 September – Centre Culturel Suisse – Paris (France)
25 September – Contempory Art Center – Yverdon (Switzerland)
2 April – Goethe Institut, Dhaka (Bangladesh)
30 March – International Contemporary Dance Festival, New Delhi (India)
26 and 27 February - Forever Young Dampfzentrale, Bern (Switzerland)

My first walks were taken with my mother in Evolène, Valais, during my childhood
holidays. She died in 2013 and I take her with me in this performance work.
For 60 minutes, I walk with a drum, with a flute, but mainly using only the body in
motion. During the performance, the physical gestures of walking evolve and change
in response to playful experimentation with forces of imbalance and falling. This
performance is a tribute to the land that carries our shifting verticalities and
grounds our dreams and ambitions. The focus of attention is brought to ground level,
to the height of the foot and the earth that we crowd, drawing tracks and paths on
our journey through life until death. This work considers wandering as a way of
being in the world where, according to the words of Rebecca Solnit, the landscape
and the mind and the body connect with each other to form a musical chord.
Gregory Stauffer

Press

“ On tip-toes. Stealthily, quietly. Galloping. Heels first. Waddling. With the knees going
inward. With long strides. Zigzaging. On all fours. Forging ahead, giddy up! On the bifrontal stage from the Théâtre de l’Usine, where he returns for the fourth time, Gregory
Stauffer walks. An hour long, from an introduction with drums to a conclusion on the
pipe, he strides accross the empty area of the stage: ten feet long, eight wide. Twelve
diagonally. With a fast or restrained pace. Mostly without words ... Sure, Walking stands
far from narrative conventions. Minimal, the performance leaves plenty of time to
associations of ideas to surface. Here arise Forest Gump, the long distance traveller as
seen at the movies. And here come back the choruses sung when little to stimulate the
Sunday stroll.. At the finishing line, we have been dissecting this gesture which
syncopates our daily lives, to which no fit biped care about anymore, and which, yet, step
by step,, reveals itself panting. Let go of how the world walks: run for it!
Tribune de Genève, Katia Berger, March 20 2015

« Gregory Stauffer is riding the path opened by american performers in the late 1960s, such
as Bruce Nauman who developed minimalist actions in his studio. Without expelling any
subjectivity, Gregory betrays the strict framework of his performance by some
imperceptible grins which escape him naturally, announcing the comical nature of the walk
that, sooner or later, in the course of the performance will find forms or burlesque attitudes.
Little steps, slowed down, outraged, reduced, overly detailed, rhythmic, drawn, accelerated,
aggressive, stomped, contorted, they imitate what the imagination will want to feed on well
on the way. Between performance and endurance, this energetic choreography provokes
laughter, sometimes explosive, sometimes embarrassed. It is the result of an encounter with
a fun spirit and a body accustomed to the performance. Gregory aligns kilometers during
his performance... "
La région Nord Vaudois,
Karine Tissot (director of the contemporary art center of Yverdon), April 8 2015

The performance

As a child, I discovered walking on summer vacation with my mother in Evolène. It was a
very special moment for an exchange of knowledge and affection full of love, sensitivity
and beauty. My mother was guiding and teaching plants, the cycle of the seasons and an
open mind to the wonders of nature. Now, I see in this, the art to unite with things, a
Spinozian state of increased reality. This solo is a tribute to her memory, to the journey of
life and death.
Since childhood I have maintained an experimental and passionate relationship with this
movement which later became an artistic practice in itself. The link in situ, the integration
to landscape and the various states of consciousness that this choreography generate feed
the questioning conveyed in the majority of my creations. During my studies in fine arts I
discovered with enthusiasm the work of Richard Long and Andy Goldsworthy. I then
decided to one day make my work out of my walks. Thereafter, the concepts of
measurement and mapping came to solidify my research: to measure one space by the
body. To extract from a space a choreographic landscape. To extract a performance from a
space.
With this approach, I’ve created in situ choreographic performances since seven years.
After conducting my work in Berlin, in 2009, I founded the company “le cabinet des
curiosités” in Geneva with which I energized my artistic practice with other artists in
multidisciplinary collaborations contexts. In parallel and continuously, I’ve worked in a
collective with video and performance, with Authentic Boys: a quartet of artists located in
the triangulation Geneva-Rotterdam-Berlin.

Biography

Gregory Stauffer
1980, works in Geneva
Gregory Stauffer has a playful and serious mind. He creates, since 2006, a work which is
deliberately located in a transverse and blurred territory between dance and performance
with video touches here and there. His work, lined primarly with collaborations with
musicians, visual artists and actors, has been performed as much in theaters and festivals as
galeries. He is the co-founder and a member of the international video-performance
collective Authentic Boys (CH, NL, D).
Created in March 2015 Walking is a return to the radical and thrilling solo form. This
performance marks a turning point in his career since it enhances the mise en abyme of
fiction and the relation to others. It's a landslide since its first wave (2006 - 2013) who saw
him experiencing primarily in situ around dialogues between architectures and body.
flowandfire.tumblr.com
Still in 2015 :

- He performed his duo with actor and performer Marius Schaffter, Introducing Schaffter
& Stauffer, at the Swiss Days for contemporary dance in Zurich, the Something Raw
festival in Amsterdam, the Skohorod Swiss Weeks in St. Petersburg, the Museum of
Hunting and Nature in Paris and the Swiss cultural Centre in Paris.
schaffterstauffer.tumblr.com

- He introduced Building 123 from the serial in situ creation 2/3 in collaboration with the
visual artist Bastien Gachet at the Underbelly Arts festival in Sydney. This work was
also performed at the Swiss Days for contemporary dance in Basel in 2013 and was
recreated and performed since 2011 in various festival venues. deuxsurtrois.ch

- Gregory introduced his video Verbmemove at the Swiss cultural center in Paris in 2015
and at the contemporary art center in Yverdon in 2013. It has among others participated
in the AGORA contemporary art biennial in Athens in 2013 and in the Swiss Price
Performance in 2012 in Baden. With the collective Authentic Boys he performed
Happyland a video installation on the character of the tourist and the pilgrim at the
Bâtiment d’art contemporain 2014, as well as the video Rehearsing Revolution at the
Far° festival of performing arts in Nyon 2014. The group, who took a year break in 2015,
is coming back better in 2016. authentic-boys.com
Gregory is currently working on his next solo Dreams for the dreamless which will
premiere on March 29, 2017 in ADC Geneva. Through this new project, he continues
his research on walk by inviting this time the world of dreams as a territory for
nocturnal excesses.

